Charity & Healing Event Puts Dr. DREAM On-The-Road with Tibetan Healing
Bowl Experiences, Proceeds benefit Nepal

!
September 26, 2016 -- Mark “Dr. DREAM” Peebler, an internationally known holistic
healing practitioner and International speaker, is taking his Tibetan Healing Bowl
Experience to cities across the country. The events, presenting between 33 and 333
Tibetan Healing Bowls, are in support of the Gilung and Sindupalachoka Villages in
Nepal which were devastated by a series of earthquakes.

!
The village of Gilung is in the north of Nepal, only 30 KM from the epicenter of the
earthquakes, and makes beautiful Tibetan bowls that are shared with many healers around
the world. When the earthquakes hit Nepal, all 100 homes in the village were destroyed.

When Dr. DREAM and his team, who had used the bowls in their events and healing
practice, heard of the devastation, they raised money and sent large tents so that shelter
would be available in the rainy season.

!
Dr. DREAM assumed the community would be so consumed with rebuilding, they would
not continue to create the bowls. But the spirit there was so strong, that the villagers felt
their purpose to create these ancient healing bowls even stronger. A representative of the
village entrusted Dr. DREAM with a large number of bowls he could not afford to buy up
front. He began selling them to provide much needed cash flow for the community and
designed an event so unique that it served the purpose of all involved, supporting the
village while healing others and bringing communities of volunteers together in support.

!
“We have designed a rare experience with 333 Tibetan Healing Bowls that nobody in the
U.S. has ever done before”, said Dr. DREAM. “Together with each local community, we

become catalysts of positive change, touching as many people’s lives as possible with
these loving energies and giving back to Nepal.”

!
Once each week or two, Dr. DREAM facilitates an experience with 333 Tibetan Healing
Bowls. For the other tour dates, Dr. DREAM facilitates the experience with 33-222
Tibetan Healing Bowls. In each city on Dr. DREAM’s “Tour of Love”, he recruits
“Angels” or volunteers that become an integral part of the experience, orchestrating the
sound healing and assisting with the bowls. Using the Tibetan bowls, Dr. DREAM and
his Angels create a guided visualization combined with different sounds and vibrations to
harmonize the energy body and relax the mind. Attendees will feel energized and inspired
as the bowls unlock stuck energies and connect the mind, body and spirit.

!
Currently, this sacred economic agreement is with 1,500 bowl-makers from the Gilung &
Sindupalachoka Villages in Nepal. Since the formation of this agreement, Dr. DREAM
has been averaging payments of over $5,000/month.

!
Dr. DREAM’s Tour of Love in sponsored by Portal To Ascension. Find more Tour
information and dates for this one-of-a kind experience at www.TourOfLOVE.com
For more information on Mark “Dr. DREAM” Peebler and his Tour of Love, visit
www.TourOfLOVE.com
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